Bird Study Course Offered For Spring

Dr. Dobson, head of the Biology Department, announced that a Bird Study course will be offered for the spring quarter, Biology 221, to the identification of birds in the field by appearance and sound. The course will include two periods and three two-hour lab periods as well. At present, enrollment is scheduled for the first and second periods.

Dr. Dobson, who will teach the course, stated that seeing birds in the field is the only really successful method of learning to identify various species. Lecture periods will deal with physiologic and marketing aspects of birds in their habitat in regard to eating, and realizing their own habitat.

The Biology Department has recently purchased 120 bird skins and 400 bird slides as aids to identification.

"Milledgeville is an excellent place for bird study," Dr. Dobson stated. "During a meeting of the Georgia Ornithological Society several years ago in Milledgeville, we could identify 1kinds of birds in twenty minutes. Dr. Dobson, who was a participant of the meeting, was the only one who was very influential in emphasizing the need for a sanctuary for birds about town, a plan that has since been started by Dr. Dobson and the Audubon Society in the North. The Audubon Society has been successfully educating the public about the importance of bird conservation.

Sacraments Discussed By Newman Club

The activities for the quarter of the Newman Club, the campus organization for Catholic girls, have featured a series of talks on the sacraments of the church, led by Father John Tunney of the Sacred Heart. The Newman Club has also been active in activities for the Sunday Mass participation.

Noted Educator Talks On Race Relations

To an address to the current African American Group in the "Y" apartment on Thursday, February 12, Dr. Kilgore spoke on the subject "Race Relations." President Wells introduced the speaker.

Dr. Kilgore stated that the African American had a definite color system with the President of colors to the highest class. He also spoke of the "heterochromatic" classification of Indians, who are called "other," reducing Indians to a lower status. These racial "inferiorities" are not even allowed to worship in the church.

"American reject these ideas to be undervalued," the noted educator stated, "and yet we punish a class system of our own. When we first came to this country, we brought over several second-class ideas, their mother country's forms of those laws exist in America."

The speaker also advanced the idea that in approximately fifty years the 350,000,000 Indians and the 450,000,000 Chinese of the world, whenunassembled, could easily be a definite menace to the white race if we persist in some of our attitudes.

He also stated that people of other countries are considered, and a little renounced, because of our attitude toward people of other colors even as we speak of America as a democratic nation.

Mrs. Kilgore, Dr. and Mrs. H. H. Smith, Mrs. M. B. Strickland, and Dr. Helen Green were also present for the discussion.

Colonnade Elects Staff For Coming Year

New officers for the Colonnade staff were elected at the first staff meeting, Ellen Griswold, who will serve as Managing Editor; Kathleen Brimmer, Associate Editor; Audrey Mobley, Business Manager; and Clara Mae Hall, Assistant Business Manager. Ellen Griswold of Smyrna, has served as reporter and later as associate editor.

Kathleen Eighm, of Carroll, also served as a reporter and as associate editor.

Columbia McKay and Clara Mae Hall have both served on the business staff, and Miss McKay was recently promoted to Assistant Business Manager before being elected to her new post.

Horse Show To Be Presented Closing Quarter's Activities

Reuben Woods will be the scene of a horse show Sunday afternoon, March 9, featuring a group of GSCW equestrians. Mrs. Oehme, the riding instructor, has announced. Mahlon Preacher, assistant riding instructor states that there will be two parts to the show, a pole class demonstrating skills and open horsemanship showing various crops. These performances will be started by show of riding, participants will be Peggy Waller, Mrs. Lowe, T. W. Thomas to ride to area, Katherine Dent on Red, Barbara Wilmeth on Lady, and Glenna S. Heron on Ki Bali, Miss Amelia Alford on Joe, and Ben Miller on Doby.

In the second division, those participating will be Mrs. Marcy, Mrs. Baker, Grandma, Mrs. Mount, Patricia Hulsey, Bill Deveau, Blackie, Glenda Underwood, and Bill Miller. Mrs. Oehme will introduce the student equestrian in the division to the show. Judges will include the assistant riding instructor from Wesleyan and Mrs. Oehme.

These are being formulated for a special exhibition by Mahlon Preacher Riding Yoke and later riding to show, showing current and intermediate skill in riding and diagnosis in the best.

Miss Preacher, who is quite familiar with the personality of the horse, will introduce the division to the best. There is considered the best horse, representing the best horse, the best show horse, and the best temperamental horse. She is probably the only student who can take a horse and ride him (or break next in gait) in the middle of the ring ring while on the saddle.

Italian Jumping saddles are the type used for the horse show, having two separate bridles and some pelmets.

Refuge Hall Results: $240.00

Students Awarded Rich's Fashionala

Colonnade and leading designers from all parts of the country will be in Atlanta for "The Fashiona," Premier March 12, at the Atlanta Fashion. This event is sponsored annually by Rich's for the benefit of the Telegraph.

Jean Sevigny, a GSCW graduate, will host the event as one of the three narrator of this affair. The Horse Equestrian Club of GSCW will have the honor of seeing the heart of representing the Equestrian, Barbara Wilmeth and Bet-Te Lee smile as up-to-date models understand the club respectively.

"The Fashiona" featured the latest in fashion for young women last year and will feature another collection to be unveiled at the premises this year.
THE COLONNADE

Dear John,

The time has come for the pressmen to start removing the pieces from behind our own walls, in a few hours you may begin to suspect that your name is beginning to appear on our pages. We've been a busy bunch these past few months, trying to keep up with the steady stream of information coming into our office, and we're all looking forward to the day when we can finally start printing our own edition of the newspaper.

We've worked hard, and we're proud of the results. We've learned a lot from each other, and we're excited to see what the future holds for us. We're looking forward to continuing our work and improving our skills, and we hope that you'll continue to support us as we strive to bring you the best possible edition of the newspaper.

Best regards,

Sincerely,

[Signature]
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PERSONALITIES

Although killed since birth, John E. Chiles serves on a full program at Hendrix College, Conway, Ark. No player passes by Hendrix to an oval sporting field, an honor reserved for J.E.C.

Canoeing is braving a river in only one of the many sports accomplishments of schoolmen, athletes, and students. A 1936 graduate of West Point, 1936 graduate of West Point, who was awarded a scholarship, a student in the name of Hendrix, 1936 graduate of the University of Arkansas, who decorated a river with his canoe, 1936 graduate of Hendrix, 1936 graduate of West Point, who decorated a river with his canoe.

Photography, dancing, and writing are the fine arts that make up the Hendrix program. They will be presented in a series of events.

Campus life is a laboratory training ground.

J. E. Chiles

Canadian National

Canadian National

They Travelled 39,600 Miles

Students of Ohio University these winter and spring are finding that their student newspaper will not come out as scheduled. The staff resigned because of policies of the Campus Affairs committee were not in accord with theirs.
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Kilroy Is Here . . . .

Describes Life With "Jessies"

By KILROY CLINTON KILROY

Kilroy, a student at Wesleyan, is an "independent" as he likes to call himself. He is a member of the "Jessies," a group of Wesleyan students who are all married and have children.

The "Jessies" are a group of women who are all married and have children. They meet regularly to discuss their experiences as mothers and to support one another.

In 1945, Wesleyan student Emma Halsey, a member of the "Jessies," wrote an article about her experiences as a mother. The article was published in the campus newspaper, The Colonnade, and it was one of the first articles to be written about the lives of wives and mothers at Wesleyan.

Kilroy, like many of the "Jessies," feels that the college does not fully understand the lives of married students. He feels that the college should provide more resources and support for married students, and that it should recognize the importance of the role of the mother in society.

The "Jessies" meet regularly to discuss their experiences as mothers and to support one another. They also participate in a variety of activities together, such as taking trips and going to movies.

Kilroy is one of the founding members of the "Jessies," and he has been involved in the group since its inception. He feels that the group has had a positive impact on his life, and he hopes that it will continue to be successful in the future.

Kilroy is a married man, and he has two children. He feels that his role as a father has changed his life in many ways, and he enjoys the challenges of raising children.

The "Jessies" are not the only group of married students at Wesleyan. There are also the "Bentys," a group of married men who are all fathers. The "Bentys" meet regularly to discuss their experiences as fathers and to support one another.

Kilroy is proud to be a member of the "Jessies," and he feels that he has made many friends through the group. He hopes that other married students will be able to find support and community through the "Jessies."
Deputations Sent by
BSU to Augusta,
Smyrna Churches

The Baptist students on campus are taking part in a series of activities planned for the last two weeks of the quarter. March 12, Mildred Halcomb of Galveston, and Leslie Dawson of Chattanooga went with a delegation, for two different churches in Augusta, in the interest of the Baptist Student Union and their featuring Youth Revival. On the same day another group visited the Smyrna Baptist Church in Desotaep to present a typical BPU program for a future organization this church is trying to initiate.

March 9 the Woman's Auxiliary of the Third Street Baptist Church will entertain the student group—whom they've adopted as "daughters"—with a Senior Pledger's Day party at the student center.

GSCW Represented
At D.E. Convention
In Augusta Recently

A group representing GSCW went February 27 for a three-day State Distributors' Convention held at the Hotel Rex, in Augusta. Those accompanying Miss Clara Hamby were Edna Blackburn, Sumterton, vice-president of the Distributive Education Club; and Etta Duie of Thomas.

The State Distributors' Club is made up of individual clubs of D.E. students—excluding boys and girls from Macon, Atlanta, Columbus, Rome, Savannah, Augusta, and a few other cities. Their programs opened with a get-acquainted party Thursday evening.

Lunches, sponsored by Augusta merchants, were held Friday and Saturday. Highlights of the convention was the formal Dinner dance Friday evening. Speaking contests were held for students, and merchants from various types of business concerns addressed the group. Merchandise manuals made by students were judged on their helpfulness, composition, originality.

The convention adjourned Saturday afternoon.

Everybody's wearing a
Judy Bond

COOLER SMOKING

NOT A CHIP OFF
The Old Blockhead

"Professors of Drake University are under orders to make me a bachelor." This is the cry of many of the veterans on the Drake campus after the results of examinations were revealed. One student exclaimed, "Professors were sitting in my grade, and they didn't pass me."

"He now sits at the head of the dinner table, reads the paper before I do and chooses the radio programs. He's dominating."